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The completeness of diverse eigenfunction systems is of interest, e.g., in 
connection with their use for expansion purposes. Whereas second-order 
operators have been treated extensively, it is more d&cult to fmd valid proofs 
even for comparatively simple fourth- and higher-order operators. A criterion 
is developed that allows known properties of second-order differential operators 
to be used as a basis for conclusions regarding the completeness of the eigen- 
functions of related fourth-order operators. The completeness of the “flat- 
clamped-plate modes” is proved as an example, and it is demonstrated that 
the detailed form of the “conditions of finiteness at the singular point” can be 
crucial for the definition of operators corresponding to differential expressions 
with singular points. 
INTRODUCTION 
In many applications it is of interest-and sometimes essential-to ascertain 
whether a certain system of eigensolutions of some differential equation 
constitutes a complete system of eigenfunctions and what boundary conditions 
are appropriate. Some frequently occurring second-order equations have 
been extensively treated and the expansion properties of the eigenfimctions 
are easily accessible in mathematical handbooks. The situation is different for 
fourth-order (and higher-order) equations. Here it is more difficult to find 
handbook answers, and the general theory tends to be a specialist’s field. An 
applied mathematician who wants to use an isolated result will often find it 
hard to assess whether his problem satisfies the necessary conditions and 
prerequisites, especially when these are not clear from the immediate context. 
Further, in order to allow a concise development of the theory, many special- 
ized texts make assumptions that seem to exclude commonly occurring 
operators of mathematical physics. 
When a certain system is used in an application, completeness is indeed 
often stated, but without valid proof. For instance, Chandrasekhar and 
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Reid [l], Reid [2], and Harris and Reid [3] make their statements about 
completeness after proving only orthogonality. Later, Chandrasekhar [4, 
p. 6341 has made the reservation that a more careful analysis is required. 
Still, Kapusta et al. [5] give an unspecified reference to Chandrasekhar’s 
book [4] as sole support for their assertion about the completeness of the 
system: 
with the pm determined by the condition 
Ldl) = 0. (2) 
This type of system, the ‘clamped-flat-plate vibration modes’ (see, e.g., 
Rayleigh [6, Section 221a]), has been used extensively in various connections. 
It seems, however, difficult to find a rigorous mathematical discussion (cf. our 
example below) of the completeness and the appropriate boundary conditions 
at Y = 0 for the corresponding eigenvalue problem. For instance, Ames [7, 
pp. 258, 2641, who says that “one cannot overestimate the fundamental 
importance of completeness” (which may be disputed when only a very 
limited number of functions are to be used), contents himself with stating: 
“In the radial variable Y we know of the completeness of the Bessel functions...,” 
and refers the reader to McLachlan [8], where little is to be found. In the 
second edition of this book [9, pp. 118-1251 we find more, but no discussion 
of completeness. Thus, McLachlan [9] tabulates the first five eigenvalues of 
Eqs. (1) and (2) for v = 0, 1,2,3, the value ,!?rr = 4.162 being an obvious 
misprint (&, M 4.611). 
Similarly, the boundary conditions are often treated loosely. Typically, 
Radkowski et al. [IO], f or a related problem, simply state that “conditions of 
finiteness at Y = 0 must be imposed.” As will be seen from our example, it 
may however be important how such conditions are chosen since different 
operators, eigenfunctions, etc. may result. 
The energy-space theory of linear positive operators, as presented by 
Mikhlin [ 111, seems to allow a more stringent treatment. Thus conclusions 
can be drawn based on the completeness of the eigenfunctions of related 
second-order operators. At the same time, this theory does not make excessive 
demands on the nonspecialist. For details of the energy-space formulation 
we must refer to Mikhlin’s book. However, to make the present paper more 
nearly self-contained we shall include a brief summary. Our treatment 
depends on the properties of the self-adjoint Friedrichs extension A, of a 
positive definite operator A, but there is no need to study this extension 
explicitly in each case. (In our opinion, Mikhlin makes too little distinction 
between A and AP .) 
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SUMMARY OFENERGY-SPACE CONCEPTS EMPLOYED 
Notation: 
H original, complete and separable Hilbert space; 
A, B, C linear symmetric operators on H, 
D, 9 D, > 4 original domains, dense linear manifolds (lineals) in H; 
fb,B,,C, Friedrichs extensions; 
E, , G , Ec extended domains (A&, I= H); 
If, , H, 7 Hc energy spaces; 
(4 4, II * II 
[u, 4.4 > Iu IA I
inner product and norm in H and HA , etc. 
A symmetric operator is a linear operator A defined on a lineal D, , D, 
dense in H, and such that (Au, w) = (u, Ao) for any u, v E D, . A positive 
operator is a symmetric operator A with the additional property (Au, u) > 0 
for all u E D,4 , (Au, u) = 0 implying u = 0. A positive-de$nite operator is a 
positive operator A such that (Au, U) > R2 jl u (I* for some constant K > 0 
and all II E D, . 
The energy space HA of a positive-definite operator A is the Hilbert space 
defined by introducing in D, the inner product [u, v]~ = (& w) and the 
energy norm ] u iA , 1 u 1; = (Au, U) > P 11 u !12. The resulting space is then 
completed by including all limit elements; D, C HA C H. 
The Friedrichs extension A, of a positive-definite operator A is the unique 
self-adjoint extension with the property A+ = z, if and only if [u, fJA = (~,f) 
for all f E W, . The domain of A, is E, , 
D,CE,CH,, AFEA = H. 
Cf., e.g., [ 11, Sections 14-161. 
The Friedrichs extension A, is defined to have a discrete spectrum (accord- 
ing to Mikhlin) if: (a) A, has a countably infinite set of eigenvalues h, , 
0 -==c 42 -G L, , &I -+ cc when n---f 00, (b) the corresponding eigenvectors 
q,, (AFvn = X,q,J form a complete system in Hand also in HA (cf. the lemma 
given below). 
The results to be proved are based on Theorems 3 and 4 of Section 40 in 
Mikhlin’s book [ll], stated below as Theorem A. Mikhlin’s proofs (which 
contain a few unessential misprints) refer to a real Hilbert space H, but they 
can easily be extended to complex Hilbert space. In their main content, these 
theorems are equivalent to a theorem by Rellich as given in Neumark’s 
book [12, Section 24.51. 
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THEOREM A. The Friedrichs extension AF of a positive-de$nite operator A 
has a discrete spectrum if and only if an arbitrary set M C HA that is bounded in 
energy norm (I u IA < K for all u E M) is compact in the original space H. 
SPECTRA OF RELATED OPERATORS 
Using the energy-space formulation we can draw several conclusions 
regarding the spectra of related operators. We shall prove the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM B. Let A be a positive-definite operator defined on DA _C H for 
which it is known that the (unique and self-adjoint) Friedrichs extension AF 
has a discrete spectrum with eigenvectors CJJ~ (which may be taken to be ortho- 
normal), A,cp, = CY,,~~J,, 0 < 01, < OL,+~ , an + co when n -+ co. Further, let 
B be a symmetric operator defined on De C D, and such that, for u E De , 
(Bus u) = II Au II2 + Q(u), Q(u) 2 0. 
Then, the operator B is also positive-dejinite, and B, has a discrete spectrum 
and, thus, a complete system of eigenvectors & , B,$, = pn4& , 0 < /3n < /I,,+, , 
/3,,+~whenn-+co,and/3,>q. 
Proof. We use the following chain of inequalities, which is evidently 
valid for any u E DB C D, . From the assumptions we have 
(Bu, 4 = II Au II2 + Q(u) 
2 II Au I?. 
Parseval’s theorem gives 
= C UK d12, 
and the properties of [ , IA 
= c an2 I[% %/%1,4 I22 
and since CY, > aI 
3 0112  I[% 944A Ia- 
Using the completeness in HA (cf. lemma below), we find 







but also directly from (3e), using the properties of A, , 
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and, again using OL, > oar and Parseval’s theorem, 
3 oL14 !I u l12. (3h) 
Thus, (Bu, u) > ~2 j( u II2 for all u E DB , so that B is indeed positive-definite 
and we can introduce the energy space HB . Letting I( = uk - u, , we see 
that convergence in HB (I uk - u, IB -+ 0) implies convergence in both HA 
and H, and also convergence in H of Au, (iI Au, - Au, (( + 0). This means 
that HB _C E, . (For an arbitrary f~ HA , and putting 
1.i.m ulc = v E HB n HA n H, 1.i.m Au, = w E H, 
we have (w - Au, ,f) -+ 0 and [v - uk ,fla ---f 0. After subtraction we 
find (w,f) - [v,fla = 0, which implies v E E, .) 
Thus, we have DB C Ee C He 5: EA C HA C H, and also 
I 24 Is 2 II AFUll 2 0111 u IA t %211uIl for all u E HB . 
Now let ill C Hs be bounded in B-norm, i.e., j u IB < K for all u E &I, but 
otherwise arbitrary. Then M is also bounded in A-norm, 1 u IA < K/c+ , so 
that, by the “only if” in Theorem A, M must be compact in H. But then the 
“if” is satisfied for B; and BF has a discrete spectrum. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. Using the inequality in the form 
the proof of Mikhlin’s Theorem 4 is easily extended to show that if M is bounded 
in B-norm it is compact also in HA . 
For a positive-definite operator A (or rather its Friedrichs extension AF) 
to have a discrete spectrum, Mikhlin requires that the eigenvectors {F%}, 
(Aem = ~l,~q,) be complete in H and also in HA . In the general literature, 
however, the completeness in H, is often not discussed. Therefore,3 we 
state the following simple lemma. 
LEMMA. Let {TV} be complete (and orthonormal) in H and let A be a ym- 
metric operator defined on D, C H so that, for all n, Q,, ED, , Acp, = a,“cpn , 
0 -=I % B %+1 and (II,, ---f 00 when n --+ co. Then A is positive-definite and 
{~,/oL,,} is complete and orthonormul in HA , i.e., A, has a discrete spectrum in 
the sense required by Mikhlin. 
Proof. u E D, implies Au E H, so that 
(4 4 = c (Au> ~4 (us PJ 
= c an2 I(% %&)I2  al2 c I(% %)I2 = ccl2 IIu l12. 
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Thus A is in fact positive-definite. Further, 
so that {ajar,} is orthonormal in HA . If it were not complete, there would 
exist a u E HA , 1 u IA # 0, with [u, &a,& = 0 for all 71. However, (cf. 
[II, Section 9]), 1 u IA # 0 z- (( u )( # 0 * (u, p,J # 0 for some n. But, 
since [u, P)JuJ~ = (u, a,~,) = a,(~, p)n) for any u E HA , we must have 
[u, vn/&JA # 0 for the same rz, which shows completeness in HA . Q.E.D. 
We may now make a few observations concerning interrelated operators: 
(1) Let B be a positive-definite operator with domain Ds and let the 
operator C be defined on a more restricted (but still dense) domain D, CD, 
so that Cu = Bu for all u E D, . Then the new operator C is also positive- 
definite, and, obviously, 
Note that the definition of C implies H, C HB . In fact, for II, w E H, we have 
[u, ~1~ = [u, ziJB . On the other hand, we may well have EC g E, . The 
common domain E, n EB = H, n EB ; and for u E H, n Es we have 
C,u = B,u. (Let u E H, n EB; then, for all v E H, _C Hs , we have 
[u, ~]c = [u, ~1s = (B,u, v), which by definition implies u E E, , 
C,u = B,u.) When d, > dB , it is obvious that neither D, nor E, is dense 
in HB , whereas, of course, D, and E, are dense in H, (since D, C D, C Es 
and D, is dense in H,). 
(2) Let B and C be as defined under (1) above. If B, has a discrete 
spectrum, then CF also has a discrete spectrum. This follows because an 
arbitrarysetMCH,withIuI,<KhasIu(,=(zlI,<K,sothatMis 
compact in H. If E, _C Es , the spectra are identical (since the C-spectrum 
is already complete) and consequently C;’ = Bj$, CF = BP, E, = Es 
and Hc = HB . 
To illustrate the cases E, $ EB and E, = EB , we may choose 
H = L,(O, 7r) and consider the operators BN , N = 1,2, 3 (with 
domains DN , etc.) defined so that BNu = -4’ for all functions u that 
are twice continuously differentiable on [0, ~1 and which satisfy the 
boundary conditions: 
N=l N=2 N=3 
u(0) = u(7r) = 0 u(0) = u’(n) = 0 u(0) = U(T) = u’(v) = 0. 
Clearly, Da C D, and D3 CD, , and further the DN are all dense in H. 
The operators B, and B, are well known; they are positive-definite, and 
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B,, and B,, have discrete spectra with the respective eigenfunction 
systems. 
bJ; Blcpn = n*v, , vn = (217~)~)~ sin nx, 
n = 1, 2,..., dl = 1 
GfhJ~ B2h = (m - $1” L , I/& = (2/7r)l’* sin(m - $) X, 
m = 1, 2,..., d2 = $ < dl . 
From the above observations we see that B, is also positive-definite, 
and B,, has a discrete spectrum. It is easily established that vn E H3 
for all n so that qa E H3 n E, = Es n E, , i.e., va E E3 and 
B 3F% - -B sn = n*rp, . Thus, BIF and BsF have a common spectrum 
and E, = Es, etc. On the other hand, (v~ , #,J # 0 so that 
bn9 hJ2 = h, B2hJ = Cm - N2bnj VU # (n2cpn9(bnJ 
= (&at 3 VU. 
Thus vn $ E, or E, $ E, . 
EXAMPLE. Let the operator A be defined on D,., C H = L,(O, 1; Y), i.e., 
(u, v) = 5,’ m(y) G) dr, 




for all functions u that are twice continuously differentiable on (0, I] with 
Mp E H and also satisfy the boundary conditions: 
u(1) = 0, Ilimaul <co, lim, ru’ = 0. (5) 
(Here and in the following we let lima denote the limit for Y + 0 +.) The 
form of the boundary conditions is chosen for convenience at a later stage. 
It is indeed well known (see, e.g., [13, Section 18.241) that the functions 
yn(r) = JJar,r), with 01, the successive (positive) roots of J”((Y) = 0, form a 
complete and orthogonal system, qn. E D, , and that Aq, = OL*~~*, 
0 -=c %I < %a+19 01, --L 00 when n -+ 03. Thus, (v,,} and A satisfy the condi- 
tions of the Lemma above, and A, has a discrete spectrum. Consequently, 
A satisfies the conditions on the operator A in Theorem B. (To avoid a 
proliferation of indices-e.g., -4,, , pVn , or,,--we shall omit the index v in 
most notations.) 
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Further, we define the operator B by the stipulation that Bu = Mv2u for 
all functions that are four times continuously differentiable on (0, I] with 
MV2u E H and satisfy the boundary conditions: 
U(1) = 0 ]lim,u( <co ]lim,M,u]<o3 
u’(1) = 0 lim, YU’ = 0 lim, r(M,u)’ = 0. 
(6) 
Finally, let the definition of the operator C be the same as for B, except that 
the boundary conditions at Y = 0 are 
Iiim,zr/YI <co lim, YM,U = 0 
I lim, 24’ ) < co lima r2(Myu)’ = 0. 
(7) 
Clearly, we have both Ds C D,., and DC C DA . By partial integration it is 
also easily established that, for u, v E DB and u, v E D, respectively, we have 
(Bu, v) = (u, Bv) and (CU, v) = (u, Cv) and also that (Bu, u) = 1) Au /I2 and 
(CU, U) = (1 Au ]j2. (For these operators Q = 0. An example with Q $0 can 
be obtained, e.g., by requiring [i@ + K2u’],,r = 0 instead of u’(1) = 0; 
then Q = K2(~‘(1))2.) The operators B and C satisfy the conditions on the 
operator B of Theorem B, and thus both B, and C, have discrete spectra. 
CONSIDERATIONS DUE TO SINGULARITY AT END POINT 
Let us now find the eigenfunctions, say (I/,,} and (w%}, of B, and C, 
respectively. It can be seen-e.g. from a Green’s function argument-that 
on the half-open interval (0, l] the eigenfunctions must be differentiable an 
arbitrary number of times, satisfy a differential equation MV2u = Ati, and 
they must also satisfy the boundary conditions at Y = 1. Thus, the eigen- 
functions must be of the form uI,(Ar) + bJ,(hr) + cY,(Ar) + dY,(iXr), and, 
although they need not necessarily belong to Ds (or D,), they must, of course, 
belong to E, (or EC) and thus to HB (or H,). 
It is also clear that, because of the singularity of Y, at Y = 0, functions 
that behave like Y, near r = 0 cannot belong to HB or H, , or even to HA . 
(It can be seen that they cannot be obtained as limits in HA of some funda- 
mental sequence in DA .) For v = 0 and 0 < v < 1 (at not fw v 2 1) we 
can, however, combine Y,(r) and Y”(~Y) (or K”(Y)) so that the combination is 
permissible in functions belonging to Hs and H, , and even to D, , but not 
to:DB . We put 
PO(x) 3 Y&i) - Y&) - 2i/,(x) = 0(x2 In X) (8) 
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and, for 0 < v < 1, using JpV instead of Y, 
F”(X) _= L”(S) - j-“(x) = 0(x2-“). (9) 
Again for v < 1, functions with a behavior near Y = 0 like that of Jy or I,, 
clearly do not belong to D, , and it is fairly easy to establish that they cannot 
be obtained as limits in H, of some fundamental sequence in DC . Thus, 
such functions do not belong to H, , and the eigenfunctions of CF for v < 1 
must be combinations of the form: 
%(Y> = dUw) - Jdw1) + 4~“(YJ)~ (10) 
where c,/dn and yn are determined by the conditions w,(l) = w,‘( 1) = 0. 
It can be seen that the choice of a more restricted DC would not affect 
CF (or C-4 and &J). E s P ecially, we may replace the conditions on lim, M,,u 
and lims(MVu)’ by the corresponding, more restrictive, B-conditions. Then 
w, $ D, . However, the energy space H, would remain the same, and, since 
this completely determines C, , the Friedrichs extension and its spectrum 
would not change. Thus, we may apply the observations 1 and 2 above to 
the operators B and C of our example. 
Still considering v < 1, but now for the operator B, we find that, for any 
X > 0, a function of the form 
Y(y) = 4(Xy) + bJ”W) + kF”(b), (11) 
with a, b, and K chosen to make Y(1) = Y’(1) = 0, belongs to H, and could 
thus, conceivably, be an eigenfunction of B, . We shall show, however, that 
we must have K = 0. Let us first see that there are such eigenfunctions. Put 
47%(y) = 4uLy) + WdBny), (12) 
where now an/b, and p,, shall be determined by the conditions 
9,(l) = (Cln’( 1) = 0. It is easily seen that there exists at least one such function 
(and, in fact, an infinite sequence). Since I,& E D, and thus 
these functions are obviously eigenfunctions of B, . Now we know that all 
eigenfunctions are (or can be chosen to be) orthogonal. However, if we take 
the behavior near Y = 0 into account in the partial integrations and calculate 
(Y, n/4,2&,) explicitly, we obtain 
BnVY, #n) = W W%J = (WY #n> + kRn = h4(y/, $4 + kR,, (13) 
with R, # 0. Thus, for Y to be an eigenfunction we must have k = 0, which 
means that {&} above represents the totality of eigenfunctions of B, . 
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For Y > 1 it is-as already mentioned above-no longer possible to com- 
bine Y”(X) and Y,(ix) in such a way that the combination is permissible in 
functions belonging to Hs or H, (although for 1 < v < 2 and 1 < v < 3 
we can still find combinations permissible in HA and H respectively). On 
the other hand, for v > 1, and using the same definition as above, Eq. (12), 
we have both &, E DB and & E D, . Thus, for v > 1, w, E &, and (I,&) 
represent the totality of eigenfunctions of both BF and C, . For v 3 1 we 
find BF = C,! 
In passing, we may note that we must have J&J # 0, so that we may 
satisfy the condition #,(I) = 0 simply by putting 
AZ(r) = Gwn~YuP?J - J”w)/J”&ll* (14) 
The eigenvalues /3% are then determined by the condition #,‘(l) = 0 as the 
roots of the equation, cf. [9]: 
or equivalently 
It is also easily established that the choice C, = 1 will make )I I/I,, 1) = 1, 
thus making the system orthonormal. 
We may ask whether the operator C and its eigenfunctions {w,} have any 
straightforward physical application, e.g. corresponding to the {h, , v inte- 
gral} being the normal vibration modes of a flat circular plate, clamped at the 
edge. Without going into detail it seems clear that (w,, , v integral} should be 
the normal modes of a similar plate with the additional constraint that its 
midpoint is held fixed. 
CONCLUSION 
For the examples considered it was possible to use Theorem B to show- 
almost directly-that the Friedrichs extensions have discrete spectra. How- 
ever, after this had been established, a lengthy procedure was necessary to 
obtain detailed information about the eigenfunctions. Were it known before- 
hand that #,, E DB and w, E D, , this procedure would have been simplified. 
However-and this is well illustrated by the example-the properties of the 
extended operators and the inclusion of the eigenfunctions in the domain 
can be very sensitive to the details of the “conditions of finiteness” at a 
singular end point. When there is no singular point-as for the systems 
studied by Chandrasekhar and his coworkers, (see, e.g., [l-3] and [4, pp. 634 
643])-no such difficulties occur, and the proof of completeness byTheorem B 
is simple. 
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